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"I have given my life to alleviate the sufferings of Africa.  There is something
that all White men who have lived here like I have must learn and know: that
these individuals are a sub−race.  They have neither the mental or emotional
abilities to equate or share equally with White men in any functions of our
civilization.  I have given my life to try to bring unto them the advantages which
our civilization must offer, but I have become well aware that we must retain
this status: White the superior, and they the inferior.  For whenever a White
man seeks to live among them as their equals, they will destroy and devour
him, and they will destroy all his work.  And so for any existing relationship or
any benefit to this people, let White men, from anywhere in the world, who
would come to help Africa, remember that you must maintain this status: you
the master and they the inferior, like children whom you would help or
teach.  Never fraternize with them as equals.  Never accept them as your social
equals or they will devour you.  They will destroy you."

−−− Dr. Albert Schweitzer, winner of the 1952 Nobel Prize for peace, in his 1961
book, African Notebook.
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Computer Products Plus − Telecoupler II Acoustic Coupler Overview

Overview

The acoustic coupler was one of the must−have hacking tools back in the 1980s and early
1990s.  The acoustic coupler allowed you to connect your modem to a phone which didn't have an
exposed RJ−11 jack.  Of course, what this meant, was you could now connect your modem up to a
payphone.  Then, armed with a list of "borrowed" calling card numbers, a cheap laptop computer, a
good external modem, and a decent terminal program − you could hack the planet!

Using payphones for your hacking expeditions yielded a certain amount of anonymity (and alot of
line noise).  Hacking from a payphone using an acoustic coupler usually limited your maximum
connection speed to around 1200 bps or so.  You could sometimes hit 2400 bps if there was no
ketchup inside the little airholes on the receiver...  A good external modem was also a necessary
tool.  External modems were used because their LEDs gave a good indication of any problems with
traffic flow, and they could also be "hard" disconnected by just turning them off.  The hardest part of
portable hacking was often trying to find a good terminal program which could handle all the weird
emulations and connect rate settings out there.  Several sites would use weird modem speed rates,
like 600 bps, as a security measure.  The terminal program (and modem) also had to allow manual
dialing & connection, and still function if there was no dial tone.  You would often do all the dialing
by hand using the payphone's own keypad, then when you heard the remote modem answer, try to
initiate a manual connection sequence.  A portable Radio Shack telephone amplifier with an
induction pick−up coil was also a handy tool to monitor the modem connection "off−hook."

The pictures shown here are of a Computer Products Plus (CP+) Telecoupler II High−Speed
Modem Coupler from around 1993 or so.  As you can see, there is not much to it.  After being
strapped to a payphone's handset, the coupler picks up the receive audio using an electric
microphone and an op−amp with a good phase and frequency response.  The audio is then slightly
amplified, RC filtered, and sent off to the modem's RJ−11 jack using a simple coupling circuit.  On
the transmit side, the signal from the modem is again slightly amplified, RC filtered, and then fed
into a standard 600 ohm speaker.  A portion of the transmitted signal in fed back into the receive
op−amp (sidetone).  This appears to be the only "confusing" part of the reverse engineering the
coupler.

At low−speeds (2400 bps and lower), the modem uses in−band audio tones to represent the ones
and zeros of the digital data stream.  The modem transmits a 1070 Hz tone for a binary "0" and a
1270 Hz tone for a binary "1".  On receive, it recognizes a 2025 Hz tone for a binary "0" and a 2225
Hz tone for a binary "1".  These frequencies are for the source modem originating the
transmission.  The frequency assignments are reversed for the destination modem receiving the
information.

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Modem Audio Tones

Modem Transmitting Tone (Hz)    Modem Receiving Tone (Hz)
0     1                         0     1

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Modem Called Computer    1070  1270                      2025  2225
Computer Called Modem    2025  2225                      1070  1270
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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Pictures

Internal view of the Telecoupler II.  The "transmit" speaker is on the left, the "receive" microphone is
on the right.

The acoustic coupler is powered from a single 9 volt battery.

Alternate view.  Speaker is on the left, electric microphone is on the right.  The battery compartment
is in the middle.
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Closeup internal view.  The "transmit" section is on the left, the "receive" section is on the right.

Across the top, jacks "J2" are the 9 volt battery connection, "J3" is the line input (from the modem),
"J4" is the transmit speaker, "J5" is the receive microphone.

The BA10358 dual ground−sense op−amp is for "transmit."

The LS204CB low−distortion, low−noise op−amp is for "receive".  The DC coupler capacitor from
the microphone element is 0.1 µF.

There is a 1N5350 5 watt, 13 volt Zener diode on the line input to catch and voltage spikes on the
line.

The switch on the lower left adjusts the gain of the transmit op−amp.  More speaker gain can be
added for "noisy" phones.

The transistors do the normal phone line interface switching.
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Coupler view without the internal PC board.  The speaker and microphone element are mounted in
very soft rubber cushions.

Closeup circuit board view.  Speaker/DC/line conditioning section is on the left.

Closeup circuit board alternate view.  Speaker section is on the right.
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Bottom view of the circuit board.  Speaker section is on the right.

Bottom view, now rotated.  Speaker section is on the left.
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We are all going to die!
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Telecoupler II Manual
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U.S. Patent Number 4,599,491
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Telco Vendor Phone Numbers

Wisconsin Telco Vendor & Support Phone Numbers

ACTERNA (TTC/CENTEST):  800−638−2049• 

Alcatel/DSC (Customer Technical Assistance Center):  972−519−4141• 

Ameritech (General Support):  800−705−5335• 

Amery Telephone:  715−268−7101• 

Amherst Telelphone:  715−824−5529• 

AT&T/TCG (Local Trouble):  800−829−1011• 

AT&T (Regional Technical Assistance Center):  800−225−7822• 

Badger Telephone (TDS Telecom):  715−743−4698• 

Badger Telephone (Neillsville, WI):  715−743−4601• 

Baldwin Telephone:  715−684−3346• 

Baldwin Telephone (Central Office):  715−684−3100• 

Baldwin Telephone (On−Call Tech):  715−684−3031• 

Cable & Wireless:  800−969−0029• 

Central States Telephone (TDS/CSTS):  715−569−4801• 

Century Telephone (Maintenance):  800−824−2877• 

Century Telephone (Install):  800−948−3060• 

Coverage:  La Crosse, Ashland, Baraboo, Bayfield, Berlin, Cornell, Green Lake, Hurley, Ladysmith,
Marinette, Mazomanie, McAllister, North Freedom, Oconto, Oconto Falls, Peshtigo, Princeton,
Redgranite, Saxon, Stanley, Superior, Washburn

♦ 

STP (Lorraine, OH):  216−244−8416• 

Cisco Systems (Customer Service):  800−553−6387• 

Cisco Systems (Technical Assistance Center):  800−553−2447• 

Clintonville Telephone (Frontier Communications):  800−515−0203• 

Coverage:  Bear Creek, Bowler, Clintonville, Gresham, Keshana, Marion, Neopit, Shawano, Tigerton♦ 

Coon Valley Farmers Telephone:  608−452−3101• 

Coverage:  Chaseburg, Coon Valley, Stoddard♦ 

Crandon Telephone (Citizen's Communications):  715−478−3333• 

Coverage:  Crandon, Argonne♦ 

East Coast Telecom Inc. (TDS):  920−693−8121• 

Coverage:  Cleveland, Wi♦ 
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Farmer's Telephone Co.:  608−723−2181• 

Coverage:  Lancaster, Dickeyville♦ 

Farmer's Independent Telephone:  715−463−5322• 

Hillsboro Telephone: 608−489−2100• 

Indian Head Telephone: 715−353−2700• 

Exeland, Radisson♦ 

Internet Connect (Time Warner Communications): 414−476−4266• 

ITN (SS7 Network): 800−869−7225• 

ITN (Lee Byers): 913−344−6279• 

Link USA: 319−363−7570• 

Litel (Control Center): 800−837−9966• 

Litel (Cleveland Switch): 216−696−0221• 

Litel (Chicago Switch): 312−565−1017• 

McCloud: 800−654−3628• 

MCI/Worldcom (Trouble Reporting): 800−828−4984• 

MCI/Worldcom (Checking Status): 800−367−5631• 

MCI/Worldcom (Checking Status): 800−922−3900• 

MCI/Worldcom (Installation): 800−843−2599• 

MCI Frame Relay NNI: 800−444−6600• 

Metro Fiber System: 800−637−2489• 

Metro Fiber System (Chicago POP): 312−803−4464• 

Mid−Plaines Telephone: 608−831−5858• 

Monroe County Telephone: 608−269−0820 / 800−824−2877• 

Niagara Telephone: 715−251−3116• 

Norlight/MRC: 800−809−4340• 

Norlight/MRC (Milwaukee POP): 414−224−9407• 

Norlight/MRC (Chicago POP): 312−565−2360• 

Nortel Emergency Technical Assistance Service (ETAS): 800−846−9507• 

Nortel ETAS (Conrad Wood): 972−685−0322• 

Peoples Telephone (Century Telephone): 800−824−2877• 

PTI Telecomm (Century Telephone): 800−362−2243• 

Coverage:  Cencom, Northwest Telephone, Sullivan Telephone, Thorp Telephone, Platteville Telephone♦ 
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Rhinelander Telephone (Citizen's Communications): 715−369−4641• 

Citizen's Communications (Repair): 715−362−1000• 

Qwest/US West (Reporting Trouble): 800−239−1051• 

Qwest/US West (Status/Install): 888−678−8080• 

Riverside Telephone (TDS): 920−699−3411• 

Coverage:  Johnson Creek. Reeseville♦ 

State Long Distance (Elkhorn, WI): 414−723−5300• 

State Long Distance (After Hours): 414−723−3000• 

Southeast Telephone of Wisconsin (Waterford, WI): 262−534−5101• 

Sprint: 800−877−5045• 

Southwest Bell: 800−662−2163• 

TCG/Diginet (Trouble − AT&T): 800−829−1011• 

TCG/Diginet (Install): 800−374−7380• 

TCG/Diginet (Milwaukee Local): 414−273−7570• 

TCG/Diginet (John Birkenhier): 414−290−9820• 

TCG/Diginet (IXC Group): 800−557−5836• 

Time Warner Communications: 800−829−0420• 

Time Warner Communications (Provisioning): 800−655−1044• 

Tinney Telephone (TNNY): 608−685−3229• 

Coverage:  Alma, WI♦ 

Urban Telco: 800−515−0203• 

Coverage:  Clintonville, Keshana, Shawano♦ 

US Link: 800−642−0072• 

UTELCO (TDS): 608−328−5252• 

Coverage:  Monroe, Monticello, South Wayne, Woodford, Albany, Blachardville♦ 

Verizon/GTE (Trouble Reporting): 800−650−4524• 

Verizon/GTE (Black River Falls CO): 715−284−9898• 

Verizon/GTE (Wausau CO): 715−847−1498• 

Verizon/GTE (Installation Questions): 800−967−7027• 

Vernon Telco Coop: 608−634−3136• 

Viroqua Telephone (Frontier): 608−637−2111• 

VYVX (Tulsa, OK): 800−370−7882• 
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Wittenberg Telephone: 715−253−2111• 

Wood County Telephone: 715−421−8175• 

Wood County Telephone (24 Hours): 715−421−8102• 

Global Crossing Communications − Support Phone Numbers

CAM (ANI/Authcodes):  800−261−4226• 

CAM (Fax):  800−783−4523• 

Cross−Net Maintenance:  800−466−1267• 

Cross−Net Maintenance (Larry Alexander Pager, Boston):  800−279−7580• 

Data Operations Center:  800−796−5528• 

GIS Help Desk:  800−757−4374 / 716−777−4374• 

FIT NOC:  716−777−5564• 

Federal Telephone System DMS Support:  800−536−1951• 

ROC West:  888−762−9378 / 303−223−4460• 

Global Crossimg Communications − DMS−250 Milwaukee, WI

Maintenance Dept.:  800−236−3013 / 414−224−6700• 

Maintenance (On−Call Pager): 800−392−7909• 

Maintenance (Cellular): 414−322−7525• 

Installation Dept.: 800−261−6733 / 414−224−6700• 

Appleton POP: 414−224−6705• 

Appleton POP (Black Box): 920−993−0052• 

Eau Claire POP: 414−224−6706• 

Eau Claire POP (Black Box): 715−832−2228• 

Green Bay POP: 414−224−6711 / 414−224−6712• 

La Crosse POP: 414−224−6707• 

Madison POP: 414−224−6713 / 414−224−6714 / 608−258−8004• 

Minneapolis POP (SCI): 612−349−9924• 

MKE (Old DEX400 Site): 414−276−8827• 

On−Call Switch (Cellular): 414−940−8856• 
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Global Crossing Communications − Trouble Reporting

Network Operations Center (NOC): 800−783−4662• 

NOC Fax: 810−647−1209• 

Global Center NOC: 800−404−7714• 

Switched Services: 800−466−4600• 

Dedicated Services: 800−249−4672• 

Local Services: 800−414−1973• 

Strategic Accounts: 877−454−4455• 

Toll Free Center: 800−800−0407• 
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Radio Shack PRO−2006 Scanner Schematics

CPU Section − Part 1
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Radio Shack PRO−2006 Scanner Schematics

CPU Section − Part 2
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Radio Shack PRO−2006 Scanner Schematics

PLL Section − Part 1
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Radio Shack PRO−2006 Scanner Schematics

PLL Section − Part 2
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Radio Shack PRO−2006 Scanner Schematics

RF/Linear Section − Part 1
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Radio Shack PRO−2006 Scanner Schematics

RF/Linear Section − Part 2
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Radio Shack PRO−2006 Scanner Schematics

Block Diagram
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Bonus

From: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MGz_w1Iv−lg

The anti−science, anti−logic kooks at "Newshounds" thought this cellular phone jammer was a
garage door opener!

Also note how they had to disable the comments.  Don't want the truth to get out?

This is a commercial cellular phone jammer mounted to a ceiling.  The acoustic tiles should be a
dead giveaway to anyone with an I.Q. over 4.  The DC power input is the black cable coming in from
the left, and there are three antennas hanging down, probably one for each of the frequency bands
being jammed.  Mounting the jammer to a ceiling gives the best radio line−of−sight inside a building.
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End of Issue #44

Any Questions?

Editorial and Rants

Is there anyone the Eurosavages are not in bed with?

Tough Iran Sanctions to Hit Germany Hard

November 24, 2007 − From: news.yahoo.com

By Noah Barkin

BERLIN (Reuters) − The adoption of tougher sanctions against Iran over its nuclear program could
cost the German budget 2 billion euros, according to Finance Ministry estimates cited in Der Spiegel
magazine on Saturday.

Germany, Britain, France and the United States called this week for the United Nations to consider
more severe sanctions because they say Iran has failed to allay concerns about its atomic work.

Chancellor Angela Merkel has also vowed to press German companies to reduce trade with Iran,
which the West fears is trying to build nuclear weapons.

Der Spiegel reported that if Iranian Bank Melli, which handles most of Germany's trade with Iran,
were placed on a European Union embargo list, it would cost the budget 700−800 million euros
($1−1.2 billion) next year because the government would be forced to pay damages to German
firms.

Over the medium term, finance ministry experts believed tougher sanctions could cost Berlin 2
billion euros, according to the magazine.

Finance Ministry spokesman Torsten Albig declined to comment on the details of the report but said
the estimates appeared to be based on data from Euler Hermes, which manages export credit
guarantees for the German government.

"The logic (of the report) is correct," he said.
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Germany is one of Iran's largest trading partners in the EU, although exports have fallen
sharply this year amid pressure from the United States for German firms to cut their ties to
the Islamic Republic.

Iran says its nuclear program is for peaceful civilian energy purposes.

More proof "open−minded liberals" are the real enemy.

Scientists Threatened for 'Climate Denial'

November 3, 2007 − From: www.discoverthenetworks.org

By Tom Harper

Scientists who questioned mankind's impact on climate change have received death threats and
claim to have been shunned by the scientific community.

They say the debate on global warming has been "hijacked" by a powerful alliance of politicians,
scientists and environmentalists who have stifled all questioning about the true environmental
impact of carbon dioxide emissions.

Timothy Ball, a former climatology professor at the University of Winnipeg in Canada, has
received five deaths threats by email since raising concerns about the degree to which man
was affecting climate change.

One of the emails warned that, if he continued to speak out, he would not live to see further global
warming.

"Western governments have pumped billions of dollars into careers and institutes and they
feel threatened," said the professor.

"I can tolerate being called a sceptic because all scientists should be sceptics, but then they started
calling us deniers, with all the connotations of the Holocaust.  That is an obscenity.  It has got really
nasty and personal."

Last week, Professor Ball appeared in The Great Global Warming Swindle, a Channel 4
documentary in which several scientists claimed the theory of man−made global warming had
become a "religion", forcing alternative explanations to be ignored.

Richard Lindzen, the professor of Atmospheric Science at Massachusetts Institute of Technology −
who also appeared on the documentary − recently claimed: "Scientists who dissent from the
alarmism have seen their funds disappear, their work derided, and themselves labelled as industry
stooges.

"Consequently, lies about climate change gain credence even when they fly in the face of the
science."

Dr Myles Allen, from Oxford University, agreed.  He said: "The Green movement has hijacked
the issue of climate change.  It is ludicrous to suggest the only way to deal with the problem
is to start micro managing everyone, which is what environmentalists seem to want to do."
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Nigel Calder, a former editor of New Scientist, said: "Governments are trying to achieve
unanimity by stifling any scientist who disagrees.  Einstein could not have got funding under
the present system."

Canadians are bat−shit crazy insane.

Father Killed Daughter for Not Wearing Hijab

December 11, 2007 − From: www.breitbart.com

Friends and classmates of a 16−year−old girl who police say was murdered by her devout Muslim
father in a Toronto suburb told local media Tuesday she was killed for not wearing a hijab.

Police said in a statement they received an emergency call at 7:55 am local time Monday from "a
man who indicated that he had just killed his daughter."

The victim, Aqsa Parvez, was "rushed to hospital with life−threatening injuries, but tragically passed
away late last night."

Her father, Muhammad Parvez, 57, was arrested at the scene and will be formally charged with
murder when he appears in court Wednesday, said police.

The girl's friends, meanwhile, told local media she was having trouble at home because she
did not conform to the family's religious beliefs and refused to wear a traditional Islamic
head scarf, or hijab.

"She wanted to go different ways than her family wanted to go, and she wanted to make her
own path, but he (her father) wouldn't let her," one of her classmates told public broadcaster
CBC.

"She loved clothes," another of her friends, Dominiquia Holmes−Thompson, told the daily Toronto
Star.  "She just wanted to show her beauty...  She just wanted to dress like us, just like a normal
person."

According to her friends, Aqsa had worn the hijab at school last year, but rebelled in recent months.

They said she would leave home wearing a hijab and loose−fitting clothes, but would take off her
head scarf and change into tighter garments at school, then change back before going home at the
end of the day.

The victim's 26 year−old brother was also charged with obstructing police in the
investigation.
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Eurosavages are bat−shit crazy insane.

Dutch Woman Joins Guerrillas in Colombia

November 25, 2007 − From: ap.google.com

By Toby Sterling

BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) −− The army stumbled on the handwritten diary during a raid on a
guerrilla camp.  It lay near the embers of a communal kitchen where fleeing rebels left their
breakfast untouched.

"I'm tired, tired of the FARC, tired of the people, tired of communal living.  Tired of never having
anything for myself," wrote the author, a 29−year−old Dutch woman.

Colombia's government couldn't have hoped for better propaganda against the Revolutionary
Armed Forces of Colombia, or FARC.  It leaked excerpts from the diary found last June to the
media, even making available an English translation of the Dutch entries.

The first known person from outside Latin America to join the region's largest rebel army wasn't just
disillusioned.  Like most FARC foot soldiers, Tanja Nijmeijer apparently wasn't permitted to leave.

"This would be worth it if I knew I was fighting for something.  But I don't really believe that
anymore," she wrote on Nov. 24, 2006, according to the excerpts released by the
government.

What exactly impelled Nijmeijer, a child of Europe's bourgeoisie, to take a journey from peace
activist to guerrilla fighter with the nom−de−guerre "Eillen" remains largely a mystery −− even to
people who knew her well before she joined the FARC in early 2003.

More than a dozen friends, former colleagues and fellow peace activists interviewed by The
Associated Press described a young woman deeply disturbed by social inequalities and guilt−ridden
over her privileged life.  Nijmeijer's family refused to discuss her plight, saying doing so could
endanger her life.

Defense Minister Juan Manuel Santos, meanwhile, was happy to use the case to counter "guerrilla
chic" in Europe, where the FARC −− classified a terrorist group by both the United States and the
European Union −− has a small but determined group of supporters who run pro−rebel Web sites.

In the diary, Nijmeijer abhors the strict discipline imposed by FARC's male commanders −−
no smoking, no phone calls, no romantic relationships without their consent.  She says the
rank and file are hungry and bored, and describes FARC leaders as both materialistic and
corrupt.

"How will it be when we take power?  The wives of the commanders in Ferrari Testa Rossas with
breast implants eating caviar?" she writes.

Santos told AP that the Nijmeijer case should help dispel foreign leftists of the notion that the FARC
is heroic.
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"In certain circles in Europe, there still exists the romantic image of the guerrillas as Robin Hood, or
Che Guevara, fighting the bad guys for the benefit of the poor," he said.  "Nijmeijer fell into this
trap."

Nijmeijer wrote her thesis on the FARC at the University of Groningen in her homeland, then
traveled to Colombia in 2000 on a work−exchange program.

She taught English to well−heeled children at a private school in the western city of Pereira, winning
praise from fellow teachers for professionalism and a gentle classroom demeanor.

But Nijmeijer socialized little, and worried colleagues at the Liceo Pino Verde with her weekend
excursions on Colombia's perilous highways, where rebel roadblocks and banditry were then
frequent.

"I remember arguing with her that it was unsafe to travel by bus at night, but she was very
independent and didn't listen," said Diana Angel, head of the school's English program.

One destination, Angel and other colleagues said, was the southern town of San Vicente de
Caguan, at the center of a Switzerland−sized safe haven ceded to the FARC to facilitate peace
talks that collapsed in 2002.

Nijmeijer's political education was also shaped by her experience volunteering almost daily in a poor
shantytown near Pereira.

"Colombia was the turning point," said a college friend from Holland who worked with Nijmeijer in
Colombia.  "She was so shocked by the gap between the rich and poor and was determined to do
something about it."

In August 2001, she got her chance, joining a humanitarian mission organized by leftist European
groups to one of Colombia's most conflicted regions, southern Bolivar state.

The monthlong "International Caravan for Life" sought to deliver three tons of humanitarian aid on a
barge to peasants caught in the crossfire between right−wing paramilitaries and leftist rebels.

At the steamy port of San Pablo, on the Magdalena River, the aid workers encountered resistance
from local authorities.  For two days, people believed to be acting on orders of paramilitaries
detained the barge.

"We were all frightened," said Jacqueline Downing of Oakland, Calif., then an undergraduate at
Oberlin College in Ohio.  "But Tanja was very composed and helped others overcome their fear."

To ease the tension, Nijmeijer picked up her guitar and led 60 fellow activists in a sing−along of
"One Love" by U2.  The group later advanced into rebel−controlled territory, where their arrival was
celebrated by guerrillas, and delivered the cargo.

What subsequently prompted Nijmeijer to join the FARC remains unclear.

"In February 2003 she sent an e−mail saying she was going to the jungle to teach indigenous
people and couldn't be reached by phone or e−mail.  I had my doubts, but no firm evidence she ran
off to join the rebels," said the friend from Holland, who spoke on condition of anonymity to avoid
causing problems with Nijmeijer's family by violating their wish for privacy.
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Nijmeijer's parents, in a brief statement to Dutch media, said a faxed letter arrived in 2003 that
"made it clear" their daughter had joined the FARC.  They said the mother visited her daughter in a
jungle camp but couldn't woo her back home: "Tanja's mind was not to be changed."

"By joining the FARC, she has gone extremely far in her idealism," the parents said.  "The family
has the strong impression that she has been influenced badly by certain contacts."

Dutch diplomats in Bogota would not discuss the case, citing the family's desire for
privacy.  Snapshots of Nijmeijer's family vacationing in Turkey −− without her −− were found stored
in a laptop found by soldiers during the June 18 raid that yielded her diary.

Also on the computer, shown to AP by military intelligence officers, Nijmeijer appears in a photo
holding what appears to be a rifle.  Other files contain instructions on how to build bomb detonators
with cell phones.

Nijmeijer has not been heard from since the diaries were found, which would not be unusual given
the FARC's status as a clandestine rebel army.  Former FARC members say they believe that
whatever privileges Nijmeijer had, such as e−mail, have certainly now been rescinded.

Felipe Salazar, who quit the rebels last year, said Nijmeijer likely was severely punished for
indirectly aiding the enemy −− forced to build trenches or demoted to cooking duty −− but not
killed.  He said Nijmeijer's only hope of being reunited with her family probably would be to embark
on a risky escape.

But FARC spokesman Raul Reyes disputed that view during a recent interview with the Dutch
network TV Nova, although he gave no details about Nijmeijer's location or health.

He said Nijmeijer was more than welcome to go on holiday with her family. "If she needs a month,
then fine."

But... There is no bias in the media!

BBC 'Took Terrorist Trainers Paintballing'

December 5, 2007 − From: www.timesonline.co.uk

By Nasreen Suleaman & Adam Sherwin

The BBC funded a paintballing trip for men later accused of Islamic terrorism and failed to pass on
information about the 21/7 bombers to police, a court was told yesterday.

Mohammed Hamid, who is charged with overseeing a two−year radicalisation programme to
prepare London−based Muslim youths for jihad, was described as a "cockney comic" by a BBC
producer.

The BBC paid for Mr Hamid and fellow defendants Muhammad al−Figari and Mousa Brown to go on
a paintballing trip at the Delta Force centre in Tonbridge, Kent, in February 2005.  The men,
accused of terrorism training, were filmed for a BBC programme called Don't Panic, I'm Islamic,
screened in June 2005.
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The BBC paid Mr Hamid, an Islamic preacher who denies recruiting and grooming the men behind
the failed July 2005 attack, a £300 fee to take part in the programme, Woolwich Crown Court was
told.

It was alleged that Mr Hamid told a BBC reporter that he would use the corporation's money to pay
a fine imposed by magistrates for a public order offence.

Nasreen Suleaman, a researcher on the programme, told the court that Mr Hamid, 50, contacted
her after the July 2005 attack and told her of his association with the bombers.  But she said that
she felt no obligation to contact the police with this information.  Ms Suleaman said that she
informed senior BBC managers but was not told to contact the police.

Ms Suleaman told the court that Mr Hamid was keen to appear in the programme.  She said: "He
was so up for it.  We took the decision that paintballing would be a fun way of introducing him.

"There are many, many British Muslims that I know who for the past 15 or 20 years have been going
paintballing.  It's a harmless enough activity.  I don't think there is any suggestion, or ever has been,
that it's a terrorist training activity."

The court was told previously that Mr Hamid taunted police on his return from an alleged terror
training camp in the New Forest where exercises included somersaults, pole−vaulting and
paintballing.

Ms Suleaman said she was not aware that Ramzi Mohammed and Hussein Osman, two of the July
bombers, had joined Mr Hamid at the Tonbridge paintball centre on July 3, 2005.

Ms Suleaman said that Mr Hamid was agitated after the July attack.  She said: "I think he was
worried that perhaps the men might call him because they were on the run at the time.  I think he
was very, very shocked about the fact that the men he knew were accused of this."

Duncan Penny, for the prosecution, asked Ms Suleaman if she had told Mr Hamid to go to the
police or contacted the police herself.  Mr Penny asked: "Here was a man who told you that he
knew those individuals who, as I understand it, were still at large for what on the face of it was the
attempted bombings of the transport network a fortnight after it happened, and he was telling you he
had some knowledge of them?  There was a worldwide manhunt going on, wasn't there?"

She replied: "I got the sense that he was already talking to the police.  I referred it to my immediate
boss at the BBC.  I wasn't told that there was an obligation.  In fact it was referred above her as
well.  It was such a big story."  She added: "I don't think it's my obligation to tell another adult that he
should go to the police."

Mr Hamid had told her he had not spoken to Muktar Said Ibrahim, the ringleader of the 21/7 plot,
since October 2004 and there was no suggestion that Mr Hamid knew anything about the attempted
attack.

Phil Rees, who produced the show, told the court that he was impressed by Mr Hamid's sense of
humour while looking for someone to appear in the documentary.  He said: "I think he had a comic
touch and he represented a strand within British Muslims.  I took it as more like a rather Steptoe and
Son figure rather than seriously persuasive.  I saw him as a kind of Cockney comic."  Mr Rees, who
now works for the Arabic TV station al−Jazeera, gave Mr Hamid a signed copy of his book Dining
With Terrorists.
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Mr Hamid is charged with Mr al−Figari, 42, Mr Brown, 41, Kader Ahmed, 20, and Kibley Da Costa,
24. Atilla Ahmet, 43, has admitted soliciting murder.

Mr Hamid denies providing weapons training, five charges of soliciting murder and three of
providing training for terrorism.  The other men deny a series of charges related to training.
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In Australia
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